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Abstract: - A DSP-Based adaptive lane departure warning system (ALDWS) is presented in this paper. The
system can be applied in highways, tunnels and urban roadways, and works well in sunny, cloudy, and rainy
conditions in day or night. Different types of lane markings can be detected, such as solid, dashed, double, etc.,
by the proposed vision-based detection algorithm. The DSP image processor on ALDWS works with operating
frequency of 600MHz and the lane marking detection speed can be more than 35 frames per second with QVGA
size. The presented fast adaptive lane detection algorithm is efficient and robust at both day and night. A
modified lane model is proposed to increase the accuracy of detection. Moreover, an automatic calibration
between the lane width and the road inclination is considered and adjusted on-line. ALDWS is equipped on the
smart car, TAIWAN iTS-1, and has been successfully verified for hundreds of kilometers on Highway No.3 and
Expressway No.68 in Taiwan.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, traffic accidents stand at the
rock-solid fifth rank of the first ten causes of death in
Taiwan, i.e. thousands of people were dead or injured
in these accidents. In 2005, there were over 2700
motor vehicle crashes occur involving fatalities,
where 2894 people were killed [1].
Recently
the
U.S.
National
Highway
Transportation Safety Administration (NHTSA)
estimated that as many as 1,575,000 accidents
annually are caused by distracted drivers; a large
percentage of these accidents involve unintended
lane departures. The U.S. government identifies lane
departures as a major cause of rollover incidents
involving sport utility vehicles and light trucks.
According to NHTSA, 95% of single vehicle rollover
accidents are "tripped" rollovers that occur when a
vehicle leaves the roadway and slides sideways into
the soft soil on the shoulder of the road or hits an
object such as a curb or guardrail [2].
Some approaches are forced including the seat
belts, air bags, heavy penalties for the driving against
traffic regulations or rumble strips installation on the
roadway to protect the drivers and passengers from
the fatalities. However, these actions belong to
passive protection strategies. Actually, the prior
prevention of crashes is much more efficiently than
the protection after crashing, i.e. the active
protections deserve to be promoted in advanced
safety vehicles, including lane departure warning
system, blind spot monitoring, rear view collision

avoidance, etc. In this paper, an adaptive lane
departure warning system (ALDWS) is presented to
assist drivers avoiding run-off-road and sides swipe
collisions.
For lane departure warning approach, the lane
boundaries ahead of the vehicle and the vehicle’s
position within the lane are the key information for
lane departure warning decision. Several sensing
technologies have been investigated for lane
detection and position estimation studies; e.g.
embedded magnetic markers in the roadway, highly
accurate Global Position System (GPS) with digital
maps, infrared sensors, image processing, etc.
In U.S.A., a famous PATH program demonstrated
an infrastructure-based approach, which embedded
the specified magnetic markers in the roadway to
form the traveling path information and the
magnetometer mounted on the front of vehicles
received it. This is a highly reliable solution; however,
it suffers from high cost and huge infrastructure
requirement [3].
Another approach is to combine GPS and digital
maps to achieve lane tracking. The IV Lab. at the
University of Minnesota applied differential GPS
information and high resolution digital maps to
determine lane position [4, 5]. This kind of systems
work in all weather conditions e.g. bright sun, rain,
snow, fog, etc. However, GPS drops out from bridges
and other objects those may affect the availability. In
addition the highly detailed maps are required and
those must be continuously updated [6].
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In European market, the infrared-based LDWS for
several current models has been announced to warm
the driver of the unintended lane departure. When the
vehicle moves across road markings without
permission, e.g. turn signals, the driver will be
warned by means of a vibrating signal on the left or
right side of the driver’s seat, depending which way
the vehicle is drifting [7]. This LDWS uses six
infrared sensors which are mounted under the front
bumper of the vehicle, three on each side, to identify
lane markings on the roadway. Each sensor is
equipped with an infrared light-emitting diode and a
detection cell. The departures are detected by
variations in the reflections from the infrared beams
emitted by the diode onto the road.
In the decade, many vision-based LDWSs are
presented based on the robust lane marking/boundary
detection and vehicle position estimation algorithms.
The projection model from 3D world coordinate to
2D image plane is first addressed in [8, 9]. The
parabolic models have been proposed to approximate
lane geometry. In [10-13], the inverse perspective
mapping is utilized to obtain a bird’s eye-view image
for lane extraction. Several researches [14-18] used
deformable road models to fit the lane boundaries.
The principle, prediction-verification-updating, is
popularly utilized in these systems for real-time
updating some parameters in the models [8, 9],
especially in the various roadway conditions and the
vehicle’s vibrating and suspension.
The main purpose of this investigation is to
implement a real-time lane detection algorithm and
the vehicle position within the lane on the DSP-based
image processor (DSPIP). This algorithm is also a
prediction-verification-updating one with the
modified model from 3D coordinate to image plane.
ALDWS detects lane markings on the road and
estimates the vehicle’s position within its lane by
using a monochromatic CCD camera with a 6mm
lens in Fig. 1. The CCD is mounted behind the
windshield on the experimental smart car, TAIWAN
iTS-1, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 TAIWAN iTS-1
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2
states the lane detection and position estimation. The
experimental results are addressed in Section 3.
Section 4 gives the conclusions and future work.

2 Detection and Estimation Algorithm
Lane detection and position estimation are the two
key functions of ALDWS. The proposed lane
detection algorithm uses a two-stage process to
enhance the efficiency. The first stage is for images
where no previous information of lane marking
pixels and lane trends exists. The second one works
on the images when the lane marking pixels and lane
trends are detected in the previous stage. When it
appears that the lane cannot be successfully identified,
the first stage runs again. The first stage is a full range
search of the selected area. The detected lane
marking pixels are approached to a second order
polynomial and its curvature on image plane is taken
as the lane trend information. In the second detection
stage, the search area is smaller than the one in the
first stage because the detected lane information in
the first stage is available for reference.

2.1 Coordinate Transformation
Initially during detection, the point in global
coordinates (x, y, z) are projected onto the image
plane (u, v), as shown in Fig. 3. The projection plane
with respect to global coordinates can be obtained by

x
y
z−H
,
and v = ev
y
u = eu

Fig. 1 The monochromatic CCD mounted behind the
windshield

(1)
(2)

where eu= f/du and ev= f/dv with the physical width
and height of an image pixel, du and dv. The
parabolic polynomial lane model is utilized in the
proposed algorithm, as given by
x = k ⋅ y2 + m ⋅ y + b .
(3)
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From (1) and (2), (4) and (5) are illustrated, where
z = mθ ⋅ y .

e
u⋅H
⋅ v
x=
ev ⋅ mθ − v eu
H
and y = ev
ev ⋅ mθ − v

(4)
(5)

By substituting (4) and (5) into (3), one yields
ke e H
be
(6)
u = u v + meu + u (ev mθ − v )
ev mθ − v
Hev
to represent the lane model in terms of image
coordinates (u, v) with a road inclination mθ.
z

v

u
CCD Camera
H

y
θ

x

Fig. 3. The relationship between world space and
image plane.
In another point, Pi ( xi , yi , zi ) is the coordinate of
some lane position in world space and i ∈ {L, M , R} ,
where L, M and R denote the left, middle and right
sides of the lane. The middle point of the lane, PM , is
defined as PM = (PL + PR ) / 2 . On the image plane, the
coordinate, (ui , vi ) , indicates the lane position. From
(1) and (2), we have
1
x
(u R + u L ) = uM = eu M ,
yM
2
x − xL
W
(uR − uL ) = eu R
= eu
yM
yM
and vR = vL = vM = ev zM − H ,
yM

(7)
(8)
(9)

where W denotes the lane width. xM , yM and zM are
obtained from (7), (8) and(9),and determined as
u ⋅W
(10)
xM = M
uR − uL
W .
yM = eu
uR − uL
v ⋅ W eu .
zM = H + M
⋅
uR − uL ev

By substituting (10) and (11) into (3), it yields

(11)
(12)

u M (u R − u L ) = keu2W + meu (u R − u L ) +

b
(u R − u L ) 2
W

(13)

Both (6) and (13) represent the lane model in image
coordinates, (6) is available if mθ is given and (13) is
formed based on the assumption that W is a given
constant. (6) and (13) are combined together in our
algorithm to predict k, m, and b parameters in (3).
With the given detected lane marking pairs, (uL, uR),
the terms of (13) are determined by weighted least
square approximation so that k, m, and b parameters
are evaluated.

2.2 Lane Detection Algorithm
The proposed lane detection algorithm on ALDWS
follows prediction-verification-updating principle [8,
9]. In the prediction part, a first-order Taylor
polynomial is utilized to estimate the next candidate
of the lane marking position according to the
deficient previous detected information. Once the
previous detected lane marking points are sufficient,
the least square approximation is instead of the
first-order Taylor polynomial. Not only the position
estimation, but also the region of interesting of
detection for the next lane marking is also defined.
The intensity of the lane markings is applied with
its dark-light-dark (DLD) characteristic, as shown in
Fig. 4(a). A point M is located at the DLD
transmission if the intensity of M , I M , exceeds that
of its left and right side neighbors by half of lane
marking width on image plane, MI / 2 , as shown in
Fig. 4 (b). The points L and R are defined if L and R
own the maximum gradients in the [ M − MI / 2, M )
and ( M , M + MI / 2] intervals, respectively, in Fig.
4(c). Once L and R are picked, LR is taken as lane
marking in Fig. 4 (d) if LR > LR th , where LRth is a
predefined threshold. Note that R of the left hand LR
is chosen as the marking coordinate and L of the right
hand LR stands for the one. The lane markings are
searched zone by zone, while the zone is scanned row
by row, from bottom to top, as illustrated in Fig. 5.
When some zone completes the lane marking
detection, the lane tendency is approximated by those
detected lane marking information for the next zone
since the previous lane tendency deserved to be
referred. The least square method is applied for the
approximation.
The parameters, mθ and W , are on-line
automatic calibrated after per ten processed images.
We use the z = tan θ ⋅ y definition of z axis in world
space and replace z and y from (11) and (12) to obtain
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vM = C zy 0 − C zy1 ⋅ ∆u ,

(14)

where Czy0=ev⋅mθ and Czy1=evH/euW. The weighted
least square method yields the coefficients Czy0 and
Czy1 in (14) and afterward mθ and W are available by
the inverse calculation. The lateral offset, O(y), is
according to the coefficients in (3), k, m, and b, by
O(y ) = k ⋅ y 2 + m ⋅ y + b ,
(15)
where y is set as the desired distance ahead the
vehicle.

2.3 Position Estimation
The CCD of ALDWS is arranged in the center behind
the windshield, so that the center line on the image is
sufficient to indicate the one of the vehicle, as shown
in Fig. 6. The lateral offset is defined in (15), where k,
m, b are given from the proposed algorithm, and then
calculate the offset with the desired distance, y. Note
that, the distance is from the CCD to the desired point,
instead of that from the head of the vehicle.

Lateral Offset

Fig. 6 The lateral offset definition

3 Experimental Results

Fig. 4 Lane marking detection
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Fig. 5 The detection zone division

The raw data of an image from the camera is sent to
DSPIP for real-time recognition. The recognition
speed can achieve more than 35 frames per second
with QVGA size. This system works well in sunny,
cloudy, and rainy weather conditions in day or night.
Different types of lane markings can be detected,
such as solid, dashed, double, yellow, etc. ALDWS is
qualified for highway, urban, and tunnel applications
at all vehicle speeds.
ALDWS is equipped on our experimental car,
TAIWAN iTS-1, and has real-road verified for
hundreds of kilometers. ALDWS performs well even
with poor roadway markings and conditions, such as
strong shadows, text on the road, harsh lighting,
reflected light from the road surface and other
vehicles. Fig. 7 shows the detection results for these
difficult conditions. Figure 7(a) is the result in urban
area and Fig. 7(b) to Fig. 7(f) are the ones on highway
and expressway.
ALDWS also works well inside tunnels and under
heavy rains, as shown in Fig. 8. In rainy cases,
ALDWS overcomes the influences of wipers and
water drops on the windshield. When it appears that
the vehicle intends to depart from its lane, as shown
in Fig. 9(b) and Fig. 9(d), visual and audible warning
signals alert the driver to take corrective driving. As
shown in Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(c), the alarm signals
were disabled since TAIWAN iTS-1 keeps stable in
the lane. The visual alarm enables since the turn
signal is un-triggered.
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(a) Text on the road at daytime

(b) Rainy day condition with wiper interference

(b) Curve lane with sufficient lighting

(c) Rainy night condition with the water drops on the
windshield

(c) Dim lighting condition
(d) Rainy night condition with harsh lighting
Fig. 8 The detection results under rainy condition

(d) Insufficient lighting condition
(a) Stable in the lane

(e) Curve lane under seriously insufficient lighting
(b) Departure from the lane

(f) Reflected lights from road surface and the taillight
of the previous vehicle
Fig. 7 The detection results of difficult road conditions

(c) Stable in the lane

(d) Departure from the lane
Fig. 9 The visual alerts to the drivers when departure
appears
(a) Rainy day condition

4 Conclusions
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ALDWS based on a DSPIP has been successfully
implemented to serve drivers for their unintentional
lane departure. It is also equipped on TAIWAN iTS-1
for hundreds of kilometers verification on Highway
No. 3 and Expressway No. 68 in Taiwan. The
proposed lane detection algorithm works well under
different weather conditions in day and night.
Different types of lane marking in straight or curve
lanes won’t influence the performance of departure
warning. Future work will concentrate on studying
the vision-based vehicle detection and distance
estimation to warn the drivers when the vehicle and
the previous car are too close. Certainly, this will be
integrated on the DSPIP to extend the functions of
ALDWS.
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